
Farewell Design Options & Pricing
Please note, images below are provided to give you a general idea of the design format and
are not representative of your chosen flowers regarding colour and detail. Every arrangement

of farewell flowers is unique, and is the result of thoughtful discussion with you regarding
symbolism and aesthetics. Careful, informed choices are made to ensure flowers and foliage in
the piece best reflect our discussion while being led by what the British seasons are offering.

All prices include initial consultation, delivery to the funeral director and collection of materials
where applicable when the base of the floral structure is no longer needed (in the case of

Casket Sprays).

Single Sheaf
Seasonal British foliage & flowers arranged in a
loose, front-facing teardrop shape, secured
with compostable twine & designed to lie flat
upon the coffin top. This piece can easily be
untied for individual flowers to be placed upon
the coffin in the event of a burial, handed out to
guests at the end of the service or placed in a
vase/bud vases as decoration if a wake is
taking place.
Size: 2ft / 60cm (approx.)
Price: £180

Double Sheaf
2 arrangements of seasonal British foliage &

flowers presented in loose, front-facing
teardrop shapes, tied with compostable twine,

& designed to lie flat upon the coffin top
positioned back to back to give a floral view

from either end of the casket. These can easily
be untied for individual flowers to be placed

upon the coffin in the event of a burial, handed
out to guests at the end of the service or

placed in a vase/bud vases as decoration if a
wake is taking place.

Size: 4ft / 120cm (approx.)
Price: £245



Size: 5ft / 150cm (approx.)
Price: £425

Size: 6ft / 180cm (approx.)
Price: £455

Your Next Steps
Whether you have chosen the design for your loved one, or you have questions about their

flowers, please use your preferred method of contact to speak to compassionate and creative
florist Kathryn for considered advice and to arrange your in-person consultation.

Email: kathryn@greenfeatherflowers.co.uk
Phone/Text/WhatsApp: 07501 659 675

Casket Spray
Seasonal British foliage & flowers arranged in a loose diamond shape contained in sustainably
sourced moss in a reusable vessel. This is a larger design that will cover more of the casket top.

It is assembled from 3 smaller self-contained pieces, either to be more easily placed at the
graveside, be used as decorations in the event of a wake, and/or be taken home by you or

chosen attendees. It may be kept either indoors or in the garden until the flowers have run their
course. It is available in 2 sizes (see below).

Aftercare: Ensure moss is kept moist and remove fading or drooping flowers & foliage. When
the display has finished, the structure can be returned to or collected by Green Feather

Flowers for reuse. If you do not wish to take the design with you following the service, please
let us know and we will arrange collection from the funeral location.


